NRCC Guarded Hot Box Testing (ASTM C1363-97) for
Energy Efficiency of a Total Roof Assembly

Introduction
2001 Company, contracted NRCC/IRC to evaluate and determine both the thermal resistance and
air leakage characteristics of five roofing specimens under controlled laboratory conditions. The
roofing specimens were tested as thermal resistant barriers as built by 2001 Company & IRC and
evaluated in the IRC Guarded Hot Box (Figure 1) under the ASTM C-1363 standard.

Objective
The objective of this project is to determine,
through laboratory measurements and calculations, the thermal resistance and air leakage profiles for five 8’ X 8’ roof specimens.
Test Procedure
The principal test method for determining the thermal performance of walls is ASTM Standard C1363. Air leakage measurements of the specimens
were carried out in the Guarded Box after each
thermal evaluation according to ASTM Standard E238. This procedure consisted of sheathing the
specimen and surround panel with a sheet of polyethylene on the roomside then mating the air leakage apparatus (shown in Figure 1) onto the
Guarded Box on the roomside of the specimen.
The apparatus was strapped in place and the apparatus-Guarded Box interface joints were stuffed
with backing rod and sealed with vinyl tape.

Figure 1
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Figure 2 shows the freezer
building side of the test chamber. The Freezer building side
Is maintained 0 degrees F
during the test process.

The insulated wall 10 ft x10 ft
painted green (lower right) with
an 8 ft x 8 ft center space for a
roof assembly. Test sample
will be exposed to zero degrees
F for 78 hours in the freezer
building
Fig. 2 Freezer Building Side

An 8 ft x 8 ft roof assembly test sample comprised of a roof waterproofing mem
brane, cover board-separator sheet, insulation, fire barrier, vapor-air barrier,
structural roof deck, fasteners, adhesives, and any other components is installed in the insulated wall. The insulated wall in green with a metal deck roof
sample, abuts the freezer building side of the guarded hot box test chamber.
The roof waterproofing membrane is exposed to the freezer building to be
maintained at zero degrees F for 78 hours.

Notice in Fig. 3,
how the metal roof
deck carrying the
roof assembly is
sealed with urethane foam into the
center of the insulated wall.
Tim O'Connor of
NRCC positions the
hot box into the roof
assembly test sample

Fig. 3 Roof Assembly is
Sealed with Urethane Foam
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Once the 8 ft x 8 ft roof assembly test sample is sealed into
the insulated center wall, a
“Guarded Hot Box” is sealed
to the interior building side of
the roof assembly, as shown in
the Figure 4.
In figure 5 there is an electric
heater at the bottom of the
guarded hot box that will maintain this two-foot wide 8x8 hotbox at plus 68 degrees F
through the test duration.
There are many thermocouples inside the test chamber to
monitor the air and heat flow
during the test cycles.

Figure 4
If you look closely
at the lower picture (Figure 5) you
can see the thermocouples
through the interior of the guarded
hot box.
Also note the electric heater at the
bottom.

Figure 5
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The test chamber has four sections.
1. Left side 12x12 freezer building to maintain exterior roof waterproofing membrane at zero degrees F.
2. Center insulated wall that the roof assembly is
mounted into
3. The Hot Box, a two-foot wide 8 ft x8 ft electric
heated space, maintained at plus 68 degrees F
to measure BTU’s of electric to maintain temperature in the hot box
4. Right side “Guarded Building”. Once the hot
box is installed on the roof sample, it is
“guarded” from laboratory atmospheric conditions by a 12 ft x12 ft insulated building in
which the interior heat of plus 68 degrees F
and 50% relative humidity is maintained. This
guard building will keep the hot box itself
from loosing heat during the test cycle to
changing laboratory atmospheric conditions.

Figure 6

Notice in Figure
6 how the
guarded building will be
sealed over the
hot box to the
roof sample
wall, that is
sealed to the
freezer building.

Figure 7
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Test samples are carefully
constructed, and every detail is recorded, to document the total roof assembly as installed with accuracy.
Tim O’Connor assists in
installing the two-layer
1.5-inch ISO that is staggered two-feet in length
and width over the bottom
insulation layer.

Figure 8
Test Sample 1A— fully adhered
EPDM membrane to mechanically
fastened ISO (1 per 4 Sq.Ft)
Test Sample 1B— Mechanically
attached EPDM over fastened ISO
Insulation joints were formed with
less than 1/16-inch gap between
boards. A roofing nail could not
fall through the joints.

Figure 9
Note the manufacturing
injection wrinkles (figure
10) in the ISO insulation
board surface, which is
very common.
The following 5 points of
foam injection during the
manufacturing process
create thermal deficiencies in the ISO board.
Figure 10
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Sample 2
2001 Co. patented air barrier
( shown in Figure 11) with
loose laid insulation weighted
in place with half-inch gypsum.

Figure 11

As shown in
Figure 12, there
are no screws
or fasteners
used with 2001
Company roof
assembly.

Figure 12
The roof membrane is
totally adhered to the
gypsum and extended
down the perimeters
and penetrations to the
air barrier, to stop lateral air infiltration into
the roof assembly.

Figure 13
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Energy efficiency test
chamber.
The freezer roof membrane side is monitored
with thermocouples for
consistency of zero degrees F air flow across
the roof membrane surface.

Figure 14

In order to get the 2 ft x 8
ft wood frame out of the
hot box test chamber, the
specimen was “picture
framed” around the 22gauge metal deck with U
channels, and the metal
deck panels were cross
braced together with
pipes.

Figure 15

Figure 16
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Sample 3
2001 Co. patented air seal perimeter application technique
uses slow rise adhesive foam
to stop horizontal air infiltration
under nailers and at through
roof penetrations.

Figure 17

Metal deck joints and weld
holes are air sealed. Insulation boards are adhered to
the deck and themselves
with slow rise adhesive
foam. Note overspray on
insulation butt joints to stop
convection air currents in
the roof assembly.

Figure 18
TEMPORARY ROOF is accomplished
with a nominal half inch spray foam
cover which can be installed as soon as
the deck is in place. After the building is
constructed and other tradesmen have
left the roof, the finish waterproofing
membrane is installed. Note the temporary roof can last for over one year.
Figure 19
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Samples 4 and 5
2001 Co. patented air seal perimeter
application technique uses slow rise
adhesive foam to stop horizontal air
infiltration under nailers and at
through roof penetrations.
Sample 4 (Fig. 21) used two layers of
2” ISO adhered with adhesive foam.

Figure 20

Metal deck joints and weld
holes are air sealed. Insulation boards are adhered to
the deck and themselves
with slow rise adhesive
foam. Note overspray on
insulation butt joints to stop
convection air currents in
the roof assembly.

Figure 21
Sample 5 (Fig. 22) used one layer
of 4” ISO adhered to the metal
deck with slow rise adhesive foam.
Both samples were covered with a
loose laid EPDM wind vented
membrane.
Figure 22
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Summary of NRCC Test Results

Page 10
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The problem in commercial roofing systems is that the common method of determining the total R
value, that is the real ability of a roof assembly and waterproofing membrane system to resist the
transmission of heat or cold, is not evaluated correctly on the actual roof assembly as installed.
The individual sum of the R values of each specific component of a roof assembly are simply added
up to “ass-error-taint” the Total R value.

Factors Causing Roof Assembly Energy Deficiencies
1. Convective air currents inside the building, egress up through
the roof deck
2. Lateral air infiltration, through perimeter and penetrations in the
flutes of a metal deck
3. Metal thermal bridging of mechanical fasteners
4. Insulation joint line heat escape
5. Mechanically attached membrane ballooning
6. Sustained extreme cold and hot temperatures for three days
effect on the specific gas entrapment of the different insulation
formulas
7. Insulation manufacturing deformities, voids in the board,
improper chemical reaction etc.
8. Through roof deck penetrations and attachments
All these deficiencies create different thermal energy deficiencies that lower the total R value.
In roof assembly testing for wind uplift or for fire safety at Underwriters Laboratories (UL) or at
Factory Mutual Insurance (FM), the total roof assembly, including a roof deck, is tested as installed
on the roof, to get a rating. The roofing industry needs to adopt a total roof assembly concept in
rating energy efficiency or R value of roof assembly. The guarded hot box method ASTM C1363-97 is
the best test method available today as mandated by Federal Regulations, according to FTC code
16-CFR 460, on insulation testing of any building assembly.
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Figure 23 below shows a 2001 Company roof where snow melt occurred over insulation
joints from convection air currents and thermal transmission from mechanical fasteners
on a totally adhered EPDM over a single layer of 3” ISO with six fasteners per board.

Figure 23
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